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A longer version of this paper, including the proof of the central transform re sult, will soon be available as an IBM Research Report.
INTRODUCTION

THE IMPORTANCE OF PRIORITIZATION TYPE PRECEDENCE:
Prioritization-type precedence is an important aspect of default and non-monotonic reasoning. It is a widely studied concept (actually, family of related concepts) of multiple degrees of confidence (uncertainty, reliability) in beliefs: partially ordered, and lexicographic in flavor. By prioritization-type "precedence", we mean an over ride relationship between defaults that governs the res olution of conflicts between defaults; so that, in case of pairwise conflicts between defaults, a higher-precedence default "wins", i.e., goes through as non-monotonically entailed, in case of conflict with a lower-precedence de fault. Each default can be viewed as an uncertain belief.
Prioritization in circumscription [McCarthy, 1986] , 1992] , conditional logics, e.g., cf. [Delgrande, 1987a] [Delgrande, 1987b ] [Geffner, 1992 , and argument systems, e.g., cf. [Loui, 1987] ; aggrega tion principles for model-preference logics [Brown and Shoham, 1989] , including for logic pro�ramming with negation-as-failure [Przymusinski, 19881 and termino logical logics [Quantz and Royer, 1992] ; possibilistic logic [Dubois and Prade, 1988] ; syntax-based belief re vision formalisms, e.g., [Nebel, 1989] ; and a variety of others, e.g., [Brewka, 1989a] [Brewka, 1989b] [Brewka, 1994] (Ginsberg j 1988 ] [Zadroznr, 1987 [Pollock, 1987] [Konolige, 1988 [Ryan, 1992b ] lRyan, 1992a [Hunter, 1994] .
From a practical viewpoint, two very important kinds of non-monotonic reasoning, in use even before the knowl edge representation (KR) field of non-monotonic logic started in the late 1970's, are: 1. inheritance with exceptions, e.g., default inheritance in frame-based KR systems; and 2. use of negation-as-failure in logic programming, e.g., inProlog.
Both these kinds of non-monotonic reasoning can be viewed formally in terms of defaults. In both, prioritization-type precedence is then very important to represent desired behavior: in default inheritance, to represent specificity dominance (i.e., the precedence of a default with more specific-class antecedent over a default with a more general-class antecedent); and, in stratified logic programs, to represent recursive depth in negation-as-failure use (i.e., deeper strata in backward inferencing have higher precedence associated with their predicates' minimization) [Lifschitz, 1987) [Przymusin ski, 1988] .
More generally, precedence appears to be an important expressive aspect of defaults needed or useful to repre sent many domains. Bases for precedence information include not only specificity dominance but also reliabil ity and authority of sources [Grosof, 1993] , decision theoretic utility (e.g., rules about emergencies have higher precedence) lGrosof, 1991] [Poole, 1992] , and temporal directionality (e.g., freshness; or Shoham's [1988] chronological minimization).
VIRTUES OF CIRCUMSCRIPTION AS A FO CUS FORMALISM:
Circumscription is a historically central and relatively well-studied non-monotonic formalism, with a number of attractive characteristics. First, its expressive feature of prioritization can directly represent precedence; and do so, moreover, in a relatively expressively powerful fashion. By contrast, many other non-monotonic for malisms do not have any expressive feature to directly represent precedence: e.g., Default Logic [Reiter, 1980] and Autoepistemic Logic [Moore, 1985] . Second, cir cumscription captures a core notion of default shared by most formalisms, corresponding closely to that of Poole's Theorist formalism l1988]. Third, circumscrip tion is skeptical, which we find to be typically more use ful for applications than brave. Fourth, circumscription has a relatively attractive model theory. Fifth, much is known about relationships between circumscription and a variety of other non-monotonic formalisms, including Default Logic and Autoepistemic Logic.
In particular, prioritized (default) circumscription has been previously shown to be able to represent the strat ified class of logic programs with negation-as-failure. This is a large, interesting class that is important in practical implementations and applications of logic pro gramming. Prioritized circumscription has also been previously shown to be able to represent a large, inter esting class of default inheritance.
We observe that prioritized (default) cirumscription can, moreover, represent theories that combine default inheritance and logic programs, as well as that extend them expressively.
Previously, however, there have not been any query answering inferencing algorithms for sufficiently general cases of prioritization: i.e., to handle prioritization par tial orders that are not layered (a.k.a. stratified), in the sense discussed first in and studied more in [Grosof, 1992b) . In particular, as discussed there, non-layered prioritization partial orders are re quired to adequately represent even very simple cases of specificity in default inheritance. Layered prioriti zation cannot adequately represent default inheritance, much less its combination and extension with logic pro grams.
(Sections 2 and 3 discuss details of how circumscription represents these classes.)
PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES AD DRESSED:
Our overall, primary motivations in this paper are twofold. The first is to advance fundamental under standing of prioritization-type precedence as a kind of partially-ordered degree of confidence (uncertainty, reliability) among beliefs.
The second is to ad vance the implementation of default reasoning that has prioritization-type precedence.
More particularly, we are interested in prioritized cir-cumscription, in great part because of its ability to rep resent, to a considerable extent, the combination and extension of logic programs with negation-as-failure and default inheritance.
The prospect of practically implementing such combi nation and extension is an exciting opportunity. It could provide closer integration and enhancement of two very important kinds of non-monotonic reasoning that are today in practical use as basic programming mechanisms.
In this paper, we accomplish (among other things) a first step towards this vision: to provide a correct algo rithm for query-answering inference, where previously there was no algorithm at all. More precisely, we give a family of sound and complete query-answering algo rithms for the full class of circumscriptions in which the prioritization partial order is unrestricted, and the de faults are propositional. This expressive class suffices to include the combination and extension of large classes of logic programs and default inheritance.
2
PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
Below, and throughout the paper, we follow the defin itions, notation, and terminology of and of [Grosof, 1992b] . 
Prioritization is defined formally as an operation that takes as input 1) a tuple of starting pre-orders; and 2) a prioritization (precedence) partial order (e.g., R), which is a well-founded (e.g., finite) strict partial or der. The prioritization operation outputs a single, ag gregated output pre-order.
A layered strict partial order is one that has a structure similar to the system of rank in the military. Viewed as a dag, a layered partial order consists of a totally ordered series of one or more levels. At each level, there are one or more elements, with no links between them (i.e., within that level). Each element in a higher level has higher priority than every element in any lower level. By contrast, the typical kinds of prioritization partial orders needed to represent even simple cases of specificity in default inheritance are non-layered, e.g., columnar: a forest of two or more chains, with no links between the chains. Among the elements within each chain, there is a total ordering.
A prioritized defa ult pre-order, e.g., (D; R), is one in which each of the starting pre-orders, e.g., Di (from tuple D), is a (single) default pre-order. A prioritized default circumscription is a circumscription in which the overall preference pre-order is a prioritized default pre-order. We write it as follows: 
) where R(j, i) means that index j has higher priority than index i .
In addition, we permit (explicit) fixtures (e.g., fixed predicates or functions):
Here, F is a tuple, indexed say by M, of first-order fixture formulas Fk. E.g., the fixture formula P(x) ex presses the fixing of the predicate P. E.g., the fixture formula f( x) = y expresses the fixing of the function f.
z�FZ' � r 1\ k eM(Z�Fk Z') z�FkZ' � (Z:::5 FkZ') 1\ (Z':::5 FkZ)
Fixtures can be expressed equivalently (implicitly) via default formulas: adding the fixture of the formula F k is equivalent to adding the pair of defaults Fk and ..., pk in parallel to (i.e., without strict prioritization relative to) the rest of the defaults.
Equivalently, prioritized default circumscription can be defined in terms of preferences over models.
A prioritized predicate pre-order or circumscription can be defined as a prioritized default pre-order or circum scription, respectively, in which every default (and fix ture) formula is a negated unbound atom. Minimizing a predicate, say P, is just a special case of a default. It corresponds to maximizing the default formula ..., p(x), where x is a tuple of free individual variables and has the arity of P. See [Grosof, 1992b] (especially, chapters 1, 2, 5, and 6) for discussion and many more examples.
More generally, one might also have other bases for prioritization-type precedence information, besides specificity, among a set of defaults. Being able to rep resent such is an expressive advantage of prioritized cir cumscription over default inheritance formalisms.
Prioritized default circumscription enables the expres sive extension of default inheritance ( cf. [Touretzky, 19 86] ) in several directions. One direction is to rep resent prioritization information based other than on specificity. Another direction is to represent negation, non-unary predicates, or arbitrarily nested connectives and quantifiers, in the consequent or antecedent sub formulas of default "rules".
TRANSFORM EQUIVALENCE RESULTS, GENERAL CASE
Our main results are somewhat complex to state for mally. So we start by giving a fe w simple examples to give the flavor and some intuition.
In general, the transform treats the input default formu las E opaquely, and does not involve any inferencing in the sense of computing classical-logic entailments. Es sentially, the transform depends only on the details of the prioritization partial order R, not on the form or details of the input default formulas E.
Example 1 (Two Defaults)
Let two defaults' formulas be denoted by 1,2. Let the prioritization be: 1 higher than 2. Then the result of the transform is 3 parallel defaults, with formulas: 1 , 2/\1,2V1
Example 2 (Two Columns of Two Each)
Let four defaults' formulas be denoted by 1,2,3,4. Let the prioritization be: 1 higher than 2, and 3 higher than 4. Then the result of the transform is 6 parallel defaults, with formulas:
Example 3 (One Higher Than Two Others)
Let three defaults' formulas be denoted by 1,2,3. Let the prioritization be: 1 higher than 2, and 1 higher than 3. Then the result of the transform is 5 parallel defaults, with formulas: 1 , 2 /\1 ,2 V1 , 3/\1 , 3V1
Example 4 (Chain of Three)
Let three defaults' formulas be denoted by 1,2,3. Let the prioritization be total: 1 higher than 2, and 2 higher than 3. Then the result of the transform is 7 parallel defaults, with formulas:
Example 5 (Two Higher than One)
Let three defaults' formulas be denoted by 1,2,3. Let the prioritization be: 1 higher than 3, and 2 higher than 3. Then one (non-deterministic) result of the transform is 7 parallel defaults, with formulas:
There is another, equivalent (non-deterministic) alter native: 1 , 2, 3 1\ 1 1\2, (3 1\ 1) v 2, (3 v 1) 1\2, 3 v 1 v 2
Let E N be a finite tuple of propositions (i.e., closed first-order formulas). (The tuple N indexes E.) Let R be any prioritization partial order defined over N.
We define g, the general-case transform for elimi nating prioritization, as follows. g is a functional that depends only on the prioritization partial order R. g, moreover, is non-deterministic in general. Hence, we define it as a multi-functional: 9R maps its argument E into a non-empty set, each of whose members is a tuple of propositions.
Let W be a tuple of propositions. We define W to be a member of 9R ( E) when W is constructed (non deterministically) as follows.
For each i EN:
Let u i be any sequencing of Rv(i) that is descending with respect to R.
( Rv ( i) stands for the set of indices in N that are higher-priority than i, i.e., the Dominators of i. "De scending " means topologically sorted in the downward direction of priority. In more detail, it means the follow ing. Consider comparing the ith and the ph elements in the sequence, where i < j. Then either the (earlier) ith element has higher priority than the (later) ph el ement, or else the two are incomparable with respect to the prioritization partial order (neither has higher priority than the other). ) Note that since the result of topological sorting is not always unique, the choice of u i is non-deterministic in general.
Let !7l i stand for the size of Rv(i), and thus the length of u'. Let u� stand for the kth element in the sequence u i .
Consider the set V; of all bit strings of length m;. There are 2m; of these, corresponding to the binary numbers {0, .. . ,2m; -1}.
For each IE V;: Let lk stand for the kth bit of I.
Let � � be defined as the logical connective " /\" (i.e., logical and) when lk = 1, and as the logical connective " V" (i.e., logical or) when lk = 0. The proof for Example 1 gives some of the flavor of the full proof, which is much more complicated.
Let i' for i = 1, 2 stand for the default formula i with Z' substituted for Z . We want to show that ( l:J 1 ') 1\ ((1 /\ 2) ::> (1' /\ 2')) 1\ ((1V2) :::> (1' V2')) is equivalent to (1 :::> 1') 1\ ((1 = 1') :::> (2 ::> 2')) Assume:
(1 :::> 1')
Then it suffices to show
is equivalent to ((1 = 1') :::> (2 :::> 2')) (AI) implies that (2) is equivalent to ((1/\ 2) :::> 2') 1\ (2 :::> (1' v 2')) ( 4) is tautologically equivalent to
(1 :::> (2 :::> 2')) " (-,1' :::> (2 :::> 2')) (A1) implies tautologically that
(6) implies by substitutional rewriting that (5) is equiv alent to ((1" 1') :::> (2 :::> 2')) " (-,1/\ -,1') :::> (2 :::> 2'))
(7) is tautologically equivalent to
Tautologically, the left-hand-side of (8) is equivalent to the left-hand-side of (3).
QED Example 1
Theorem 8 (Transform, Circumscriptions)
Let P DC(B; E; R; Z) be any prioritized default circum scription defined without (explicit) fixtures. In particu lar, R may be any arbitrary prioritization partial order. (E.g., R need not be layered.)
Suppose the default formulas E are all propositional. Then the PDC is equivalent to the parallel default cir cumscription that results fr om applying the transform g, i.e.: PDC(B;E;R;Z) ::: PDC(B;W;0;Z) for every WE gR(E).
Matters are similar for the case when any (explicit) fix tures F are present: PDC(B;E;R;fizF;Z) ::: PDC(B;W;0;fizF;Z) Proof : We begin by considering the case without (explicit) fi xtures:
We are comparing two circumscriptions, one before the transform and one after the transform. They have the same base B . The definition of circumscription im plies, therefore, that two circumscriptions are equiva lent if their preference pre-orders ((E; R) and (W; 0), respectively) are equivalent. Theorem 7 implies just such equivalence between the preference pre-orders.
That adding (explicit) fixtures preserves the equiva lence is seen easily by inspecting the role of fixture in the definition of circumscription. D
Remarks:
The base B and the fixtures F above need not be propositional.
The equivalence between the prioritized set of defaults ( E; R) and the parallel set of defaults (W; 0) is strong, in the sense that it holds for any base (or fixture). Thus if there are a series of updates to the base (or fixtures) alone, then the transfo rm does not need to be re-applied.
The non-determinism in the definition of the transfo rm does not increase required computational effort. All it does is provide equivalent alternatives.
Observation 9 (Effective Propositionality)
When the base implies 1. domain closure (DCA); plus 2. uniqueness of names (UNA) (or, more generally, a complete theory of equality), then the defaults in a circumscription, and in its pre orders, are effectively propositional, in the sense that every default can be viewed as equivalent to the (par allel) collection of all its ground instances. More pre cisely: in a PDC, when the base implies domain closure plus uniqueness of names, then this first PDC is equiva lent to a second PDC defined by replacing every default in the first PDC by the collection of its instances. Our results in Theorem 8 thus generalize straightfor wardly to permit the default fo rmulas to be open or closed, when the restriction in Observation 9 is met . Convert the initial set of prioritized defaults to a set of prioritized closed defaults, by replacing every default by the collection of its instances. Then apply Theorem 8. 
ALGORITHM TO IMPLEMENT THE GENERAL TRANSFORM
Implementing the general-case transform g is straight forward. Next, we sketch an algorithm to compute 9R(E):
1. For each i EN: 2. compute Rv(i) and its size m,; 3. non-det�rministically, topologically sort Rv(i), re sulting in 0'1;
As one simple way to compute step 3., one might do the following: Before step 1. above: non-deterministically, topologi cally sort R, resulting in a sequence that we may call tf;. Then, in step 3., compute O' i as the intersection of t/; with Rv(i).
construct v,;
For each IE V,:
Alternatively, one might skip step 4. and instead gen erate V i within 5. as one goes.
6. construct W i 1 , : first, initialize it to be E,, then: Worst case, the transform is exponential in the size of the input representation of E and R, i.e., in the number n of input (prioritized) defaults. The nub is the size of W itself, which is worst-case exponential in n.
However, when the size of W is polynomial, then the time required to compute the transform is also poly nomial. This is the case, for example, when: for each default i in EN, the size m, of Rv(i) is bounded by a constant, or grows slowly, say is O(log n) . Recall that Rv(i) is the set of defaults that are higher-priority than default i. Thus if the prioritization partial order R is non-"top-heavy" in this sense, then the transform is tractable.
Layered or Total Restrictions Do Not Help:
We observe that the (size) complexity of the transform is not, in general, improved by requiring that the priori tization partial order be layered, nor by requiring it to be totally ordered. A total order is always top-heavy. Layered partial orders are often top-heavy.
6
SPECIAL CASE TRANSFORM FOR SPECIFICITY IN
INHERITANCE
The general-case transform g can also be used analyt ically to develop special-case transforms that are much simpler than the general-case transform.
In particular, it can be used to develop a special-case transfo rm fo r default inheritance, where prioritization is based on specificity, which is in turn based on for sure beliefs about a taxonomic hierarchy. Preliminary investigations indicate that this specificity transform has only quadratic (often linear) blow-up in the num ber/size of defaults, and thus polynomial computational time complexity. Due to space limitations here, we dis cuss the details and general results elsewhere in a forth coming paper. To give the flavor, however, next we give some examples.
All of these examples are about inheritance by a sin gle individual, let us call her Tweety, of a single at tribute, flying; however, they straightforwardly extend to a fu ll domain of many individuals, and inheritance of many attributes. Below, for conciseness of exposi tion, we leave Tweety implicit and omit showing it as an argument of the predicates bird, flies, etc ..
Example 11 (One Exceptional Sub-Class)
Let the starting representation with priorities be: Thus abnormalities with explicit cancellation provides an alternative way to transform a prioritized default representation into a parallel one, for these examples.
USES FOR IMPLEMENTAT ION
The transforms, both general-case and special-case, are useful as a front-end to inferencing algorithms that han dle the parallel expressive class.
As we discussed earlier (recall Theorem 10), our general-case transform requires only one expressive re striction: that 1) the defaults are propositional; or 2) the base implies domain closure and uniqueness of names / complete theory of equality. In case of 2), re call, the defaults are effectively propositional.
REVIEW OF PREVIOUSLY AV AILABLE INFERENCING ALGORITHMS
There are several previously available query-answering inferencing algorithms for parallel defaults in circum scription that are sound and complete for queries over fairly general expressive classes of first-order-form be liefs: [Przymusinski, 1989] [Baker and ] [Inoue and Helft, 1990] [Helft et a/., 1991]. Each of these covers (at least) ground queries. All of these essentially require effective propositional ity. Each, besides Przymusinski's, covers (at least) the expressive class of: domain closure plus uniqueness of names, which includes propositionality (of base and de faults) as a special case, of course. All restrict the de fault formulas to have the form of minimizing a pred icate: i.e., every default formula Di has the form of a negated atom -.Pi(x), where Pi is a predicate symbol and x is a tuple of free variables. However, this restric tion is inessential. Maximizing arbitrary default formu las can be reduced, in a simple fashion, to minimizing predicates. [Grosof, 1992b] (section 7.6 there) shows a general method, imposing only overhead time that is polynomial in the input representation, to convert infer encing with arbitrary default formulas (and fixtures) to inferencing with default formulas that are restricted to be predicate minimizations (with all fixtures expressed as fixing of predicates or functions). This method re quires no other restrictions on the (input) base, pri orities, fixtures, or form of conclusions. This method is based on introducing abnormality predicates. It ex tends and refines the by-now well-known style of abnor mality theories, so as to apply to the case of arbitrary prioritization partial orders. In addition, the algorithms of and [Baker and Ginsberg, 1989] are essentially developed, conceptually as well as mathe matically, in terms of maximizing default pre-orders. Thus they are easily extended to handle correctly the default, not just the predicate, case.
The algorithms of and [Baker and Ginsberg, 1989 ] enable arbitrary closed queries, but im pose the restriction of no fixed predicates; however, [In oue and Helft, 1990] shows how to relax this restriction to permit arbitrary fixed predicates. [Helft et al., 1991] shows how to extend to queries with answer extraction, not just closed (yes/no) queries.
The punchline is that previously available algorithms support rich query-answering for parallel defaults in circumscription, for the expressive ciass of domain clo sure plus uniqueness of names (which includes proposi tional).
In addition, two of the previously available query answering algorithms, [Baker and and [Przymusinski, 1989] (who does not give a proof), ap ply to the prioritized case, but require that the prior itization partial order be layered. (Both also require queries to be closed.)
NEW INFERENCE ALGORITHMS
Our general-case transform enables the extension of any parallel-case algorithm IP to handle defaults with ar bitrary prioritization. These include all of the previ ous algorithms discussed above, as well as any other / future algorithms. Our general-case transform applies to any direction of inferencing: e.g., the direction may be backward (query-answering) or forward (exhaustive; or selective, e.g., data-driven); queries may be ground, closed, or open (answer extraction). And it applies to inferencing algorithms for expressively highly restricted parallel cases, as well as to those for expressively gen eral parallel cases. Special case transforms based on (i, e.g., the one we briefly discussed in section 6, apply similarly, though of course with appropriate expressive restrictions.
The method is simple: 1. If the input prioritized defaults are not propositional, but there is domain closure and uniqueness of names / complete theory of equality, then replace every (open) default by the collection of its instances. In practice, this need not be computed explicitly in its entirety, e.g., for defaults about which there is no strict prioritization For example, the [Inoue and Helft, 1990 ] algorithm can thus be extended to cover the expressive case of: domain closure plus uniqueness of names, for arbi trary prioritization, universal default formulas, univer sal base, quantifier-free fixtures, and closed queries. This is a fairly expressive class, and compares well with the expressive classes used practically today in mono tonic first-order-logic inferencing.
Another potential use of our transform approach is to partially eliminate the input's prioritization, so as to produce a simpler prioritization, e.g., layered, in the output that can be handled by another available algo rithm, e.g., [Baker and Ginsberg, 1989 ]'s.
8 COMPUTATIONAL PRACTICALITY
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF INFERENCING, GENERALLY, INCLUDING WITHOUT PRIORITIES
A major practical difficulty for default reasoning, even without priorities, is the worst-case computa tional complexity of inferencing. Skeptical entailment (i.e., answering a single closed query) is known to be IIf -complete, i.e., co-NP-harder than monotonic entailment, in the propositional case of several ex pressively rich non-monotonic logical formalisms, in cluding: circumscription (even minimizing predicates without priorities), Default Logic (even the "normal" case), Autoepistemic Logic, and several additional non monotonic modal logics and other formalisms [Eiter and Gottlob, 1993] [Stillman, 1992 ] [Gottlob, 1992 .
There are several avenues to avoiding worst-case com plexity of default reasoning, generally. One is to employ ap p roximations, perhaps sound but incomplete, e.g., as in LCadoli and Schaerf, 1992] . Another is to restrict ex pressive classes to those with significantly better com plexity, e.g., such that inferencing over a large theory can be decomposed into inferencing over several smaller or simpler theories. [Grosof, 1992b] explores both of these avenues, especially the latter.
COMPUTATIONAL PRACTICALIT Y OF INFERENCING IMPLEMENTED VIA OUR METHOD
Our transform, as used in our inference algorithms for prioritized defaults, potentially compounds the compu tational complexity situation for parallel defaults with yet another source of worst-case exponential complex ity: in time, and in the number of defaults input into parallel-case inferencing. Thus, it must be used with some discretion, just as parallel default reasoning must be in general.
Implementing the transform is practical nevertheless in two kinds of situations: general expressiveness but small numbers of defaults, or expressive sp ecial cases with larger numbers of defaults.
First, our method enables the implementation at least of small numbers of prioritized defaults that have ar bitrary non-layered prioritization partial orders. The history of rule-based knowledge representation demon strates that even small rule sets are often quite useful for applications.
Second, feasibility for small numbers of defaults can be sometimes be leveraged in order to implement larger prioritized default theories. There exist previous tech niques for decomposing large prioritized default the ories into a collection of local default theories, each with a small number of defaults [Grosof, 1992b ] [Grosof, 1992a .
Third, complexity of the transform can be kept man ageable by expressively limiting the top-heaviness (mi) of the prioritization partial order. An exam ple is when the (strict) prioritization is columnar (re call section 2 terminology) and the columns (chains) have bounded height (e.g., less than five) . Shallowness of rule interaction is a common situation in practical knowledge-based systems today.
Fourth, complexity of the transform can be kept man ageable by employing special-case transforms, corre sponding to restricted expressive classes, e.g., the tractable special-case transform for specificity in inher itance that we briefly discussed in section 6.
Finally, we observe also that the transfo rm is a "compile-time" operation that need be performed only once for a long sequence of fo r-sure (base) updates and even default updates, as long as the (strict) prioritiza tion is not changed.
The computational complexity of the overall inferencing does not depend only on the computational complexity of the transform. It also depends on the underlying computational complexity of inferencing with the par allel defaults that result from the transform. As we discussed in subsection 8.1, this itself is Ilf -complete.
Again, the worst-case complexity of inferencing with parallel defaults limits, but far from eliminates, the practicality of such inferencing. In some interesting and useful cases, parallel default reasoning is tractable. Again, there are two kind of situations. The first kind is general expressiveness but small numbers of defaults. The second kind is expressive special cases with larger numbers of defaults: e.g., Closed World Assumption, some kinds of logic programs and predicate comple tions, sympathetically solitary default theories [Grosof, 1992b] (section 6.5 there), and some other cases.
Let us summarize the foregoing's implications fo r over all inferencing via our method, combining both the transform and the parallel reasoning. The feasibility picture is of a glass half fu ll and half empty, just as in much of AI and KR. Inferencing via our method is computationally practical for small numbers of defaults with general expressiveness, or for larger numbers of de faults in expressive special cases for which the underly ing default reasoning and the transform are tractable.
9 MORE IMPLICATIONS OF FUNDAMENTAL RESULT
PRIORITIZATION'S EXPRESSIVE REDUCIDILITY AND CONCISENESS
One can view the transform as reducing n degrees of partially ordered belief confidence to just 2 degrees of confidence: fo r-sure and (unprioritized) default.
This reducibility is, at first glance, surprising: prior itization was introduced into circumscription by Mc Carthy [1986] , Lifschitz [1985] , and Grosof [1991] be cause it was not understood how to achieve the same entailment behavior without it; likewise, for similar con cepts of precedence in other non-monotonic formalisms.
At second glance, however, the reducibility is less sur prising. Ordinary, parallel default reasoning, e.g., in parallel circumscription or Poole's Theorist, can be viewed in these terms as reducing 2 degrees of confi dence to just 1 degree of confidence: that of the non monotonic theory's conclusions.
Much of the point of non-monotonic reasoning (e.g.,
Ilf -complete; recall subsection 8.1) altogether is its rep resentational conciseness (e.g., exponential) relative to monotonic reasoning (e.g., NP-complete).
Nevertheless, prioritization appears to be useful as a tool for conciseness, and thus naturalness, in represen tation. Our transform result suggests (no lower-bound result, though) that prioritization may allow an expo nential savings in the number of defaults that must be specified by a user.
In short, the expressive reduction's computational com plexity suggests that prioritization is valuable for its expressive conciseness, just as defaults are for theirs.
DEFINING PRIORITIZATION IN FORMALISMS PREVIOUSLY WITHOUT IT
Our transform implies how to define / introduce ex plicit prioritization, in a manner precisely equivalent to prioritization in default circumscription, into some previously parallel formalisms. In particular, Theorist Poole's fo rmalism [1988] and the "normal, prerequisite fr ee" case of Reiter's [1980] Default Logic each overlap equivalently with parallel fixture-free default circum scription, in the case of propositionality or domain clo sure plus uniqueness of names.
In a bit more detail: Grosof [1992b] 
ALGORITHMS AND APPROACHES
Our transformational approach (for transforming pri oritized into parallel) and algorithms (for inferencing with prioritization) is quite different from previous ap proaches and algorithms for circumscription. Perhaps most importantly, unlike previous ones, it extends to non-layered prioritization partial orders, which appear quite important fo r practical applications; e.g., default inheritance typically has non-layered prioritization.
Baker 's query-answering algorithm for the layered case of prioritized default circumscrip tion does not reduce the prioritized representation to a parallel one; instead it takes prioritization into ac count by modifying the dominance criterion involved in dialectically comparing arguments fo r and against a given proposition.
The previous approach to transforming a prioritized set of defaults into a parallel set of defaults is based on what [G rosof, 1992b ] calls decomposition. [Lifschitz, 1985] has shown an equivalence theorem, for the case of lay ered prioritization and predicate minimization, between a prioritized circumscription and a conjunction of par allel circumscriptions, one per layer. [Grosof, 1992b] (chapters 5 and 7, especially) has extended this to the case of arbitrary non-layered prioritization and arbi trary default fo rmulas, and has shown a similar result giving equivalence to a series (cascade) of parallel cir cumscriptions (extending a previous unpublished result by Lifschitz fo r the layered predicate case). In addi tion, Brewka's [1989a Brewka's [ ) [1989b Brewka's [ ) [1994 employs the serial decompositional approach as a means to definitionally introduce prioritization-type precedence into Theorist fo rmalism and into Default Logic.
The decompositional approach is quite different in spirit from our transfo rm here, which gives equivalence to a single parallel circumscription. Besides previous work for general prioritized circum scriptions, there is also some relevant previous work on encoding specificity into parallel defaults. Early work by Etherington & Reiter [1983] showed how to encode specificity in inheritance into Default Logic, startin � from a path-based representation cf. [Touretzky, 19861. Delgrande & Schaub [1994] propose a general approach, applicable to many default formalisms: "to use the tech niques of a weak system, as exemplified by System Z [ [Pearl, 1990) ] , to isolate minimal sets of conflicting defaults. From the specificity information intrinsic in these sets, a default theory in a target language is spec ified." They then give some particular transforms, con centrating primarily on Default Logic. In current work, they are exploring applying their approach to circum scription.
It will be interesting to compare the transformational approach here in more detail to the previous ap proaches, in the cases where they overlap: e : g., to co � pare their entailment behavior and the efficiency � f m ferencing and updating algorithms based on the differ ent approaches. 
MORE EFFICIENT SPECIAL CASE FOR
SPECIFICIT Y AND INHERITANCE: Recall section 6 which described a forthcoming paper.
APPLYING RESULTS TO OTHER FOR MALISMS:
In a fo rthcoming paper, we also show that our results apply to several default formalisms other than circumscription, including [Geffner, 1992] 's for malism for defaults, inheritance, specificity, and con ditionals; [Quantz and Royer, 1992] Each of these formalisms overlap equivalently, for a broad case, with propositional prioritized defaults in circumscription . Our results thus apply to these fo r malisms as well.
REMAINING CHALLENGES:
We have not yet experimented with, or evaluated the efficiency of, our approach and algorithms: that awaits future work.
There is much fu rther to go to realize the vision we dis cussed towards the end of section 1. Enabling sufficient computational efficiency and demonstrating practical applications remain outstanding as problems fo r fu ture work.
Good algorithms fo r other kinds of reasoning besides query-answering are also needed: for updating and be lief revision, and for other directions, e.g., forward, of inferencing. Approaches to these are discussed for prioritized default circumscription in [Grosof, 1992b] [ Grosof, 1992a] .
